Report Suspicious Emails to Office of Research Security

Not sure how to expand the header of the email before sending to ORS?
Follow the simple steps below:

GMAIL:
- Open the original email
- In the upper right corner to the Right side of the “Reply” icon, click on “More”
- Select “Show Original” from the drop down box and the expanded header will appear
- Copy the entire header from the original email
- Forward the original email to me with the full header Pasted at the top

OUTLOOK:
- Open the original email
- Click on the Arrow by Tags (in between Move & Editing at the top of the email
- A “Properties” Box will appear
- Copy the entire header located at “Internet Headers” at the bottom of the box
- Forward the original email to me with the full header Pasted at the top

When in doubt – send it to ORS!!!
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Center for Development of Security Excellence • Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency
Anubis Banking Trojan Resurfaces to Cripple Over 400 Financial Firms

Cyware Alerts - Hacker News | December 16, 2021

A new malware campaign is using the infamous Anubis malware. The campaign masqueraded as an Orange Telecom app to deliver the recent variant of Anubis.

What has happened?
According to Lookout, the app disguised itself as an official account management platform for Orange S.A., targeting customers of Chase, Bank of America, Capital One, Wells Fargo, and 400 other financial institutions.

To read the full article use link below:
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